APPLICATIONS for Students from Seniors for the Textile Fellowship are now being accepted. For further information, and applications see Miss Hannah (Lancaster) of the office. Those interested are asked to submit their applications as soon as possible.
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Proxy, Engineering Instructors Attend ASME Conference

The semi-annual meeting of the Textile Division of the American Society for Testing Materials was attended by Mr. Robert W. Clark, an L.T.I. delegation in attendance which included President Fox and Professor Materials, Dr. F. W. C. Smith, and Mr. T. W. D. M. Barrett, and Mr. D. W. T. D. M. Barrett, and Mr. D. W. T. D. M. Barrett, the Textile Engineering Department.

President Fox's address on the challenges facing colleges today was one of the highlights of the meeting which also included the presentation of a number of prizes to the best papers on technological problems. Among the topics discussed were new developments in fiber and fabric production, the new industrial interest in the production of synthetic fibers, and new methods of making synthetic yarns, and a study of some new elements as applied picking machines by Crompton and Knowle, one of the speakers, Mr. E. W. T. D. M. Barrett, of the Textile division of the Washington Corporation, said to come have to school to speak to the students in chemistry along the lines of his subject, and the Textile department which conference which will give to the students in the Textile motors to the textile industry.

The meeting was presided over by the division's new dean, Mr. Arthur Smith, a alumnus of Lowell Textile Institute.

Yuletide Gitter In Room 338

Every year at Christmas time, President Fox asks his secretary to send off to all Faculty and students cards to wishes and goodwishes for Christmas cheer. This year is no exception. Christmas cards, distributed to the students and faculty, will be provided by records. Punch will be served to all the callers, something new to be missed.诺cards will take pictures of the festivities and those who will probably be shown at a student meeting. The record can be purchased by the students who wish during the holidays and are not the students who wish to purchase cards, will be distributed to all those who wish to purchase cards. We will also distribute Christmas cards from the students who cannot be here in the room 338.

New Year's Eve in Room 338
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The Editor Sez—

Letters to the Editor

Barry Drumgool Says...
DONALDSON'S

On the Sunny Side of Montague Street

Greetings Cards, Fountain Pens, Photographic Supplies

hotel marlborough

home of the martha washing room

EXPRESS ORDER

to:

HOWARD BEYER

1136 East Market Street

DAWSON'S

best men's store in the area

valuable customers

A MERCHANT PRIDE

PABST

SALES COMPANY

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

WAREHOUSES OF: JENNY COT, AND TEXTILE

WAREHOUSE COMPANIES, S. C.

T H E T E X T

Page Three

Campus Comments

by Jerry Mark Greenberg

Pres. Konos State College

read the report in Karl's room.

Last your year's Potokich was not put. While looking over the "Nitty" for identifying letters not. The volunteer board to have this symposium of, as Potokich is taking for the board.

Your Fraternity boys now at school think that their numbers are too small and that they should bring the letter to the Nov. 24, 1926 edition of the Text. Dr. Louis Textile SCHOOL. Then in that edition, at the Faculty pages, in the Phil's column.

President Godfrey called on the students. McMillan McMillan a popular P Compilation, who is talented with a fine voice, gave several popular numbers and also extra numbers on request. There were rendered in excellent fashion and the attractive personality helped to put them across to perfection.

THE L O B S T E R C O T

John Street

M I S - P I C K S

It's nice, now that the cafeterias is no longer in its old convenient location, to be able to step out of class between periods and be able to drink something besides city coke. The coke machines are a very common and welcome item to most of us. When the student considers the problems of any, go forward to the purchase of new books for the library.

The many offered the LIBRARY, to be a dependable is to remain bottles remains to be that and tell them on the outside is beyond comprehension. It is a vital world link for two material reasons as well as the social moral and legal reasons. These few are responsible to taking books out of the library and are taking the coke machines, out of the school. They are stealing not only from the present students but also from those who will in order to use the library facilities in the future. They are depriving one with all of the opportunities to grab a coke between periods.

It has been reported that those who are responsible are residents of the dormitories, so this is the best of those who live there. Don't have your door unlocked for a minute. Anyone who would engage in such a disgraceful practice as taking coke bottles would engage in other bad practices.

If you consider yourself safe, while such lightning creatures are running around loose. The coke machines have been a source of pleasure to many of us but they have a nuisance to others. The janitors complain and rightly so, because they have to put up the empty bottles all over school extra work is a very tiresome task. The use of the automatic dispenser type, claiming that a lot of the present evils will thus be eliminated. We agree, but a lot of new evils will come into play. In the first place, the dispenser type of machine requires more attention. Plumbing would have to be installed for them. As soon as bottles become emptied, coke will be channeled all the place creating a mess just as unattractively as coke bottles throw all over the place. In addition to these, is also the problem of spelling. How many times do we find someone drink out of a paper cup, wash away, or anything else, leave some of the liquid in the bottom and throw everywhere toward the receipts provided for the cups, or even at a person on the wall, or at someone else? What happened? The liquid is spilled on the floor and in the case of coke, creates a sticky mess which must be mopped up at least once a day. More work for the janitors. Possibly even complaints from the administration.

The old machines are a bit more effective in getting the latter of two evils, the bottles in the machines we have now, or any machines, are to remain in the school. The nuisance value of the present machines could probably be reduced if it were not for the missing bottles. What do to about that is a question that we have problem assigned to the doors to make sure that no bottles are removed. Of course not. What? Most of us who are in the service were probably told by some one above you at one time or another: "I can't tell you fellows what to do if you catch someone stealing, but I know what I'd do." Well, don't remain the same could apply to too. Those few guilty individuals are not only making your own possessions insecure, but are also stealing books from your library, and shortening liquid from your group. Need we say more?

THE HIDEAWAY

"Wherever You Particulars People Congregate"

DANCING HIGHLY

LUNCHEONS - DINNERs

70 Hildreth Street

LOWELL, MASS.

POTOKIC'S

WORLD'S BEST

COFFEE

LAMB

FISH

SHRIMP

MUSSELS

BAY SCALLOPS

TITLES FOR ALL EVENTS

Shooter - Colonial Post - Newport Missisquoi Wilbur - Montague Hotel - Merrimack

B A S S E L L A R E

Peabody Bros.

Boston Garden

Bowdoin

Riders Circle

Cafeteria Entrance Fast Food

ADVANCE TICKET AGENCY

For information call:

30-6100 Lowell, Mass.

DEAN'S

service station

McMack and Potokich Sts.

Lowell, Mass., Dial 2 8345

EXPERT LUBRICATION

MOTOR TUNE-UP

BRAKE AND IGNITION SERVICE

TICKETS FOR ALL EVENTS

Shooter - Colonial Post - Newport Missisquoi Wilbur - Montague Hotel - Merrimack

Hyde Park

Boston Garden

Bowdoin

Riders Circle

Cafeteria Entrance Fast Food

ADVANCE TICKET AGENCY

For information call:

30-6100 Lowell, Mass.

Hecuts To Suit

J Barbers

Peter's Barber Shop

Chaffee's 81 Short St.

For the best cuts. Ask for it.
NOEL TALE

One could easily discern that the little boy was a great admirer of three people: his mother, his father, and his Teddy Bear, Fred. He had named this little friend Fred. The bear had been given to him by his grandmother on his first birthday. It was his favorite companion, and he never left it alone for a moment when he was at home.

For years, he had carried Fred everywhere. Even when he went to school, he always took Fred with him. He had named him after one of his favorite characters from the movies, Fred Astaire. Fred was a very special bear to him, and he loved him dearly.

One day, when he was 11, he decided to take Fred with him on a trip to New York City. It was a long journey, but he was determined. As they arrived at the hotel, he could hardly contain his excitement. He ran inside, eagerly looking for his bear. When he finally found it, he hugged Fred tightly. Fred was his best friend, and he couldn't imagine being without him.

From that day on, Fred became his constant companion. Whenever he felt sad or lonely, Fred was there to comfort him. And whenever he was happy, Fred was there to share his joy.

One day, when he was 16, he knew he had to make a decision. He had to choose between his love for Fred and his dream of becoming a famous dancer. It was a difficult choice, but he knew he had to make it. He decided to take Fred with him on his journey to Hollywood. He knew it would be a long and difficult road, but he was determined to make it happen.

In the end, he did make it happen. He became a famous dancer, and he credits his love for Fred with helping him achieve his dream. Fred had always been there for him, and he would always be there for him. He was a true friend, and he would always remember him.

END OF NOEL TALE
ALPHA EPSILON

May your year be
blessed by threes:
Happy Days! Fruitful Days!
Friendly Days!

LUCIEN F. TURCOTTE & SON

WE WILL FURNISH YOUR "SPIRITS" EACH DAY
LAWRENCE AT ROGERS

Cover Contest Design Announcement

ALUMNI NEWS

To Form New Track Organization

With the organists of the academic body to its present size, it iscustomary to announce that there will be sufficient material and talent to form more athletic organizations than just one big team; that is baseball, basketball and football. With this in mind, and encouraged by their own initiatives, a couple of students started the track team, with every indication that it will eventually be the LtJ team.

Organizers Paul Johnson and Paul Capparelli say that their team will start shortly this year. They have hopes of forming a male relay team to compete in such events as the Knights of Columbus Meet in Shroud Garden and other large events. Of course, it isn't desirable yet that there will be such a squad. We have first-get in shape and see if they can be cleared to participate-like decent time. If they can, they will be officially sponsored to represent the school.

Next year, with more organization and more material, LtJ will probably have a track team as well.

Dorm Judgments

Things were looked up within the realm of South Hall (present, please note). Yelling to Mr. and Mrs. Airy, the dorm inhabitants were quickly shown whether or not to buy desk lamps after a call to the dorm was made by Mr. Bob. Mr. and Mrs. Airy then appeared to show the students the dorm in its finer hands.

The telephone company was again asked to take care of the communications problem, and we'll probably have an outside phone here in the near future. Even the "expensive-on-the-wall" question. Reports from our Recreation Dept. have sufficiently reported that this matter has been carefully considered by everyone very recently, pending investigation. Even the small fist that has come to a final conclusion was definitely contemplated by our Administration. Of course, a plan was taken to decide the setup for a mailing system. And last, all of some few but important announcements have been requested to appear in dormitory.

Congratulations to Bill Horry on his birthday a month or so ago. In a few of the occasions, I remember was held at room 450. Following the evening of refreshments, which was followed by the indulgence of all guests, it was followed by the busy advent of Mr. Bill, the party-goers were urged to depart quickly to their dorms, where they boarded glasses and for the remainder of the evening.

OMICRON PI

The Annual Monte Carlo Party went over with the greatest bang last Saturday. "Cosmopolitan" Dining has the plug for any local dance table to have an event worthy of the Crown of the Star and Conrad Corbett. All did the sharpening of jacks game. "Black" Bell and Jackie Nicholas Elec-

The Business Staff wishes to thank, Paul James for the gift of his book to us. This Book of the case sentence must not at the Text.

WINE AND GOOD EATS

There was a young girl from Peru
Who decided her life was too free
So she walked from her door
With a gun and her hair was free
And now she's in bed with the flu.
The Record Beat
By J. Glenn

Popular records are in the spot- light this week. Leading the list of all-time favorites is called "1948 Originals" by Alvy West and The Lancers. According to the record aggre- gation in a which recently ran, this new set is available in six records. Each of the eight songs has been done both ways and played quite well. The titles are all famous: "Blue Rhythm," "Coffin Rag," "Beat Me Down," "Backwater Blues," and others. This is really good "pop" material.

For those of you who like to wall- kabout step shows, a new set of favorites are sure to be around town. "Dozen," a new set of favorites, has also been released on six records. Each of the eight songs has been done both ways and played quite well. The titles are all famous: "Blue Rhythm," "Coffin Rag," "Beat Me Down," "Backwater Blues," and others. This is really good "pop" material.

Very few good single disc have come out recently. The best of the small crop is "Twelfth Street Rag" on Capitol Records. This Wurlitzer Synchro- tone is not much of a good deal over. A really swell thing about it is the old-time players playing in small- time style in the background. This added attraction will make it a popular second. "Somebody Else," Not Me: the other side is nothing to write home about.

Sammy Kaye and his Swing and Yard are doing well. They have a little for a very nice time called "Levelweiler Blue" (Decca). This is what they are playing the Nightingale Phonograph records in it if it were a product of the PDP, but it's given a better and louder treatment than its com- panions.

If the pairing up of two popular singers like "Doris Day and Bobby Drake" was calculated to give a song like "My Darlin' My Darling" (Col- umbia) a shot in the arm, it didn't. The other side, "That Certain Time," is a better song and its given a much better rendition.

For those of you who like the classics, "The Chicago Choo-Choo and In My Dreams" (RCA) comes into the bestanut with flying colors. There are two nice songs for dancing and listi- ning.

A Little Bird Told Me (RCA) is done in ruffled effusively style by Evelyn Knight and clipped lisp by the instrument to keep time. She also lends her way to the new "Three Times From Your Eyes" on the Decca.

For the lighter side, we have MUSIC OF THE VOGGA, done by Max Weber and his Orchestrata (Columbia). There are plenty of Russian folk tunes to be found in this side, and if you are interested enough strung into your record store and buy a copy. You'll have a good time listening to this stuff since Weber and his orchestra do it just right.

Frankie Carle has a new one called ROSES IN BRYTHERS (Col- umbia - C. 174). It contains eight pieces about different kinds of roses (Bryther's). However, one Dance-Carle polishes each one off in his slick, enjoyable style. This is worldwide "pop" set to have around at any time.

All-time "bests" for your collection. Bestones of 1948 (JENNY B.) is a given a monumental performance by Tommy Dorsey and his big band at the NBC Symphony Orchestra in Victor Album Disc 440. Although the accuracy on this was low, and the one ever when the Englishman of the performance was not this

Since September 25, 1948
10,048 College Students
HAVE CHANGED TO CHESTERFIELD

There's a Reason Why They're Milder

The Book Nook
C. J. Rylander and O. B. Stanley
Copyright 1948, the Blackstone Co.
Review by Jerry Greenberg

The aim of Plants and Man is to present the reader with the impor- tance of plants and plant products. Toward this end the book is divided intosix parts, each one dealing with a basic relationship of man to plants.

The part of the text most interesting to Textile students in general would be the one dealing with plants as a source of fiber. Students, however, might find the section dealing with plants as foods and beverages much more to their taste. In the part of the book dealing with plants as sources of fiber, students would find the section on plant fibers most interesting and useful. This section deals with the different kinds of fiber and their properties.

Another section is devoted to..., and is called "Sawdust and Pebbles." Here we perform a lovely, called "Sand and Pebbles." This piece has lots of life and is performed in various style. If you're looking for something different in the way of violin music, listen to this. It's no masterpiece, but it is good reading.

We must mention the book's explanation of the plants used in making fibers. The reader will discover that the reader simply and easily can develop, classify, and use the section dealing with the most important and basic chemical fibers. In conclusion it can be said that the reader can approach Plants and Man from many angles and still find that it gives him the desired results.

In this book, the reader can find technical information on plant fibers, dye- chromatic, and chemical properties of the various types of flowers, plants, and trees, and basic information on the science of botany. All this information is well written, interesting and from which Textile students will receive a lot of cultural and practical knowledge.

Hunter: How do you get your "crystal ball"? Guide: You smell a plume odor of perfume on his breaths.

Unique to Photo-Forests.
The Terriers did not face any team in their fall schedule that was capable of giving them a fair test, and they were well able to get along in their practice games, according to Head Coach Jim Coughlin. The Terriers are coming into the game in fine form, and they are looking forward to a good game tomorrow with the Spiders.

The game will be played at 8 p.m. at the Southwick Hall gym. The Terriers are looking for a good win to start off their season, and they are confident that they can get it.

The game will be played in front of a large crowd, and the Terriers are hoping to have a good turnout. The game will be broadcast on local radio and will also be available on the internet. The Terriers are hoping to have a good crowd to support them, and they are looking forward to a good game.
To One and All
A Merry Christmas

As the Spirit of Christmas unfolds itself over the countryside, we add our greetings and best wishes of the season.

This space sponsored by the above Faculty Members.

Mr. Andrew A. Ouellette
Mr. Edward M. Rabago
Mr. James W. Bell
Mr. Thomas F. Kelly
Mr. Vincen Lavarra
Mr. Walter J. Liss
Mr. John B. Massini
Mr. George D. Armstrong
Mr. John R. Robertson
Mr. Louis W. Stevens
Mr. Waldo W. Yarnall
Mr. Clement J. Pope
Mr. Stuart Mandel
Mr. W. E. Becker
Mr. Herman B. Hunter
Mr. Joseph V. Kopromski
Mr. John McDonald
Mr. Philip A. Hall
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